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    American Institutional Economics was founded by Thorstein B.    American Institutional Economics was founded by Thorstein B.

Veblen (1857-1929). Veblen appeared when the industrialization ofVeblen (1857-1929). Veblen appeared when the industrialization of

the USA was making a rapid progress,  and when Americanthe USA was making a rapid progress,  and when American

capitalism established the most powerful industrial system in thecapitalism established the most powerful industrial system in the

world as a result of accomplishing a rapid growth between the Civilworld as a result of accomplishing a rapid growth between the Civil

War and World War I. At any rate, it was the fact that it wasWar and World War I. At any rate, it was the fact that it was

doubtless a great success in that American capitalismdoubtless a great success in that American capitalism11    brought aboutbrought about

a remarkable material progress. Nevertheless, we should point outa remarkable material progress. Nevertheless, we should point out

that American capitalism went into the age of the monopoly in thethat American capitalism went into the age of the monopoly in the

1870’s carrying economic and social problems within it. It has already1870’s carrying economic and social problems within it. It has already

been pointed out by Allan G. Gruchybeen pointed out by Allan G. Gruchy22 that Veblen made it his main that Veblen made it his main

research subject the nature and function of this monopolistic stageresearch subject the nature and function of this monopolistic stage

of American capitalism. Veblen, however, studied systematically,of American capitalism. Veblen, however, studied systematically,

while criticising the mainstream of economics in the course to buildwhile criticising the mainstream of economics in the course to build

his own economic theory. We should never overlook carelessly thishis own economic theory. We should never overlook carelessly this

scholarly fact, though there cannot be a serious student of economicsscholarly fact, though there cannot be a serious student of economics

of Veblen who would neglect these details; because Veblen pointedof Veblen who would neglect these details; because Veblen pointed

out the unreality of the mainstream of economics, and he betrayedout the unreality of the mainstream of economics, and he betrayed
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the nature of economics that it isn’t freed from old-fashioned ideasthe nature of economics that it isn’t freed from old-fashioned ideas

as some specific preconceptions and the concept of human natureas some specific preconceptions and the concept of human nature

lying under the basis of economics.lying under the basis of economics.

    Incidentally, a series of the various theses entitled “On the Nature    Incidentally, a series of the various theses entitled “On the Nature

of Capital” by Veblen contains criticism on American capitalism,of Capital” by Veblen contains criticism on American capitalism,

which at the same time composes a definitely important part of hiswhich at the same time composes a definitely important part of his

capital theory.capital theory.33 So, as for examining it in this paper, “On the Nature So, as for examining it in this paper, “On the Nature

of Capital: I. The Productivity of Capital Goods”of Capital: I. The Productivity of Capital Goods”4 4 written the earlierwritten the earlier

of these two theses by Veblen will be dealt with first. Then, theof these two theses by Veblen will be dealt with first. Then, the

thesis entitled “On the Nature of Capital: II. Investment, Intangiblethesis entitled “On the Nature of Capital: II. Investment, Intangible

Assets, and the Pecuniary Magnate”Assets, and the Pecuniary Magnate”55 written by Veblen next will be written by Veblen next will be

examined.examined.

    In “On the Nature of Capital: I,” one of a serialized theses having    In “On the Nature of Capital: I,” one of a serialized theses having

an organic connection, capital is taken by Veblen as a culturalan organic connection, capital is taken by Veblen as a cultural

phenomenon in the process of the human life, and he examines thephenomenon in the process of the human life, and he examines the

genetics of capital concerning the nature of the capital. Then, Veblengenetics of capital concerning the nature of the capital. Then, Veblen

proceeds to discuss the nature and position of tangible assets in theproceeds to discuss the nature and position of tangible assets in the

industrial process, the formation and function of intangible assetsindustrial process, the formation and function of intangible assets

under the price system, also the mutual penetration betweenunder the price system, also the mutual penetration between

tangible assets and intangible assets and its conclusion in “On thetangible assets and intangible assets and its conclusion in “On the

Nature of Capital: II.” The salient features of his economic ideasNature of Capital: II.” The salient features of his economic ideas

are expressed well on the whole, and the viewpoint of Veblen seen inare expressed well on the whole, and the viewpoint of Veblen seen in

these considerations demonstrates his critical view of the presentthese considerations demonstrates his critical view of the present

economic society clearly. Therefore, we hereafter will examine hiseconomic society clearly. Therefore, we hereafter will examine his

opinion, sometimes making the writer ’s own comments, with givingopinion, sometimes making the writer ’s own comments, with giving

proper regard for the economic thought of Veblen.  This is a briefproper regard for the economic thought of Veblen.  This is a brief

memorandum of the progress of  such examinations toward amemorandum of the progress of  such examinations toward a

conclusion.conclusion.66

IIII
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    Thorstein Veblen presents some specific theories on stages of the    Thorstein Veblen presents some specific theories on stages of the

development of history from the viewpoint of the life history of thedevelopment of history from the viewpoint of the life history of the

Western cultureWestern culture  inin The Theory of the leisure Class The Theory of the leisure Class, which is his first, which is his first

book that was published in 1899. It is the theory, which he presentsbook that was published in 1899. It is the theory, which he presents

that prepared the historic stage on which the occurrence of the leisurethat prepared the historic stage on which the occurrence of the leisure

class and the process of its development are to be studied. It is, as itclass and the process of its development are to be studied. It is, as it

were, the framework of the history, and that order is as follows: thewere, the framework of the history, and that order is as follows: the

first step is the stage of primitive savage culture; the second step isfirst step is the stage of primitive savage culture; the second step is

the stages of the “predatory culture” [Veblen’s term] which parallelsthe stages of the “predatory culture” [Veblen’s term] which parallels

the early predatory age; the third step is the stage of “quasi-the early predatory age; the third step is the stage of “quasi-

peaceab le  s ta tus , ”  be l ong ing  t o  predatory  cu l ture  o f  thepeaceab le  s ta tus , ”  be l ong ing  t o  predatory  cu l ture  o f  the

comparatively higher degree; the fourth step is the stages ofcomparatively higher degree; the fourth step is the stages of

“pecuniary culture” as a relatively peaceful modern stage.“pecuniary culture” as a relatively peaceful modern stage.

    As seen above, Veblen places the age of modern Capitalism in the    As seen above, Veblen places the age of modern Capitalism in the

stage of pecuniary culture. Capital goods at this cultural stagestage of pecuniary culture. Capital goods at this cultural stage

strongly connote a pecuniary element. In other words, we alwaysstrongly connote a pecuniary element. In other words, we always

consider capital goods pecuniary because those goods are expectedconsider capital goods pecuniary because those goods are expected

to yield more profits by being thrown into the production process.to yield more profits by being thrown into the production process.

But, when we look back at the beginning of the cultural stage, thatBut, when we look back at the beginning of the cultural stage, that

is, the stage of primitive savage culture, no one can recognize such ais, the stage of primitive savage culture, no one can recognize such a

pecuniary nature there. In that cultural stage, it can be supposedpecuniary nature there. In that cultural stage, it can be supposed

that a peaceable mind or the mind of non-differential interestthat a peaceable mind or the mind of non-differential interest――

obviously minds of these kinds are heterogeneous with the pecuniaryobviously minds of these kinds are heterogeneous with the pecuniary

nature nature ―― inhered in the hunting weapons, and that they are inhered in the hunting weapons, and that they are

inseparably related with the technological knowledgeinseparably related with the technological knowledge77 of making of making

those weapons. For example, a group of the stone implements seenthose weapons. For example, a group of the stone implements seen

in Olduvai culture in Olduvai culture ―― the culture of the oldest Stone Age which the culture of the oldest Stone Age which

originated in Africa between 18 and 25 million years ago, developedoriginated in Africa between 18 and 25 million years ago, developed

by our ancestors who existed as the earliest members of mankindby our ancestors who existed as the earliest members of mankind88

――and in Aurignac culture and in Aurignac culture ―― the culture in which the production the culture in which the production
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technology of a stone blade was adopted by Homo sapiens, andtechnology of a stone blade was adopted by Homo sapiens, and

supposed to have had its origin in the Middle East going back forsupposed to have had its origin in the Middle East going back for

more than 4 million yearsmore than 4 million years99  ―― could be hardly taken to be used chiefly could be hardly taken to be used chiefly

for the battle. The productive ability had not reached a necessaryfor the battle. The productive ability had not reached a necessary

level yet that a pitched battle might grow to become establishmentlevel yet that a pitched battle might grow to become establishment

in the communities, which formed those cultures. Also, we canin the communities, which formed those cultures. Also, we can

suppose that these types of stone implements and the knowledge ofsuppose that these types of stone implements and the knowledge of

technology required to make them were formed not on a basis of antechnology required to make them were formed not on a basis of an

acquisitive instinct but on parental instinct acquisitive instinct but on parental instinct ―― a feeling that parents a feeling that parents

care for their child care for their child ―― , therefore the peaceful habit of thought became , therefore the peaceful habit of thought became

ubiquitous in the cultures of the primitive community. When theubiquitous in the cultures of the primitive community. When the

ancient people would embody that peaceful habit of thought inancient people would embody that peaceful habit of thought in

var ious  l i fe  too ls ,  i t  necessar i ly  ca l led  for  the  inst inct  o fvar ious  l i fe  too ls ,  i t  necessar i ly  ca l led  for  the  inst inct  o f

workmanshipworkmanship1010 that is the fundamental factor of the human beings that is the fundamental factor of the human beings

behavior which has an aversion to futility, waste and incapacity. Asbehavior which has an aversion to futility, waste and incapacity. As

the existence of the instinct of workmanship and that productionthe existence of the instinct of workmanship and that production

technology can be appreciated in the stone implement itself, and wetechnology can be appreciated in the stone implement itself, and we

should notice that such instinct in its pure, unpolluted condition isshould notice that such instinct in its pure, unpolluted condition is

accompanied with the parental instinct. Furthermore, in the actualaccompanied with the parental instinct. Furthermore, in the actual

production processes of the stone implement an intellectual curiosityproduction processes of the stone implement an intellectual curiosity

would be called in, too. The instinct of workmanship is, after all, anwould be called in, too. The instinct of workmanship is, after all, an

essential quality that works out automatically of itself both inessential quality that works out automatically of itself both in

processes of struggle for existence and in the vortex of modernprocesses of struggle for existence and in the vortex of modern

pecuniary struggle. The instinct of workmanship of this nature ispecuniary struggle. The instinct of workmanship of this nature is

the sensible substance to cause to form institutions under thethe sensible substance to cause to form institutions under the

interaction with various environments.interaction with various environments.

    As is already partly stated, Thorstein Veblen who is regarded as    As is already partly stated, Thorstein Veblen who is regarded as

the originator of Institutional Economics in America, studies thethe originator of Institutional Economics in America, studies the

institutions of the leisure class critically in institutions of the leisure class critically in The theory of the LeisureThe theory of the Leisure

Class Class which is one of his major writings, and the first of his bookswhich is one of his major writings, and the first of his books
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written in 1899. Veblen recognizes the ideas of habit and customwritten in 1899. Veblen recognizes the ideas of habit and custom

from the higher unified point of view than the popular one, as itfrom the higher unified point of view than the popular one, as it

seems that we can detect in his thoughts about the institutions theseems that we can detect in his thoughts about the institutions the

influence of William James (1842-1910) and John Dewey (1859-influence of William James (1842-1910) and John Dewey (1859-

1952) over those ideas. Veblen defines his concept of the institution1952) over those ideas. Veblen defines his concept of the institution

as follows: in his words, “The institutions are, in substance,as follows: in his words, “The institutions are, in substance,

prevalent habits of thought with respect to particular relations andprevalent habits of thought with respect to particular relations and

particular functions of the individual and of the community.”particular functions of the individual and of the community.”1111 Then, Then,

to put it briefly, the institutions are habits of thought; therefore itto put it briefly, the institutions are habits of thought; therefore it

means culture. Namely, Institutional Economics is the economics,means culture. Namely, Institutional Economics is the economics,

which takes culture as a main object of its research. Among thewhich takes culture as a main object of its research. Among the

research objects  of  this  Inst itut ional  Economics ,  there areresearch objects  of  this  Inst itut ional  Economics ,  there are

cumulative changes in extensive processes of culture, which exist incumulative changes in extensive processes of culture, which exist in

the communities. Therefore, Veblen pays attention to the culturalthe communities. Therefore, Veblen pays attention to the cultural

stages and differences in the discussion of his economics, and hisstages and differences in the discussion of his economics, and his

theory of the development stage of the history takes the developmenttheory of the development stage of the history takes the development

of the history as accumulative development of cultural stages.of the history as accumulative development of cultural stages.

    Meanwhile, as stated at the beginning of the first chapter of     Meanwhile, as stated at the beginning of the first chapter of TheThe

Theory of the Leisure ClassTheory of the Leisure Class, and as the theory of the development, and as the theory of the development

stage of the history that it appears sporadically in the same bookstage of the history that it appears sporadically in the same book

may show the historic stage when the institution of a leisure classmay show the historic stage when the institution of a leisure class

developed most remarkably was “the higher stages of the barbariandeveloped most remarkably was “the higher stages of the barbarian

culture,” for example, as in feudal Europe or feudal Japan. Theculture,” for example, as in feudal Europe or feudal Japan. The

leisure class appeared at the same time with the occurrence of theleisure class appeared at the same time with the occurrence of the

institution of ownership according to Veblen’s assertion in this book.institution of ownership according to Veblen’s assertion in this book.

The time when it appeared was in the transition period from “theThe time when it appeared was in the transition period from “the

peaceful stage of primitive savage culture” to the stage of earlypeaceful stage of primitive savage culture” to the stage of early

predatory culture. Then, the cultural stage shifted to the next stage,predatory culture. Then, the cultural stage shifted to the next stage,

“the quasi-peaceable stage of status” to belong to “predatory culture”“the quasi-peaceable stage of status” to belong to “predatory culture”

of the comparatively high stage. In the end, the present stage of theof the comparatively high stage. In the end, the present stage of the
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history has reached “the pecuniary stages of culture as a peacefulhistory has reached “the pecuniary stages of culture as a peaceful

modern stage relatively.” The leisure class has come to reign at themodern stage relatively.” The leisure class has come to reign at the

apex of the social structure through a series of those developmentalapex of the social structure through a series of those developmental

processes of  culture,  and then they worked it  on so that theprocesses of  culture,  and then they worked it  on so that the

characteristic habits of thought would gradually permeate even incharacteristic habits of thought would gradually permeate even in

the social lower stratum.the social lower stratum.

    Anyway, the leisure class forms the habit of thought through the    Anyway, the leisure class forms the habit of thought through the

cumulative process that physical labour is hated and wasting a largecumulative process that physical labour is hated and wasting a large

sum of money isn’t avoided in order to show off personal prestige insum of money isn’t avoided in order to show off personal prestige in

the society, to the result that those habits become institutions as athe society, to the result that those habits become institutions as a

fixed standard of the society to be abided by. That means, as itfixed standard of the society to be abided by. That means, as it

were, the leisure class eventually brings the tendency of wasting towere, the leisure class eventually brings the tendency of wasting to

the whole society through the cumulative processes of developmentthe whole society through the cumulative processes of development

of habits of thought of “conspicuous leisure,” “vicarious leisure,”of habits of thought of “conspicuous leisure,” “vicarious leisure,”

“conspicuous consumption” and  “vicarious consumption.” In“conspicuous consumption” and  “vicarious consumption.” In

addi t ion ,  the  le i sure  c lass  shows  the  tendency  to  becomeaddi t ion ,  the  le i sure  c lass  shows  the  tendency  to  become

conservative, owing to the social position it occupies, not only to theconservative, owing to the social position it occupies, not only to the

social changes but also to the advancement of learning or to thesocial changes but also to the advancement of learning or to the

evolution of the various elements that compose culture. Since theevolution of the various elements that compose culture. Since the

learning loved by the leisure class belongs to the so-called classicslearning loved by the leisure class belongs to the so-called classics

which is studied from not the viewpoint of causality but from thewhich is studied from not the viewpoint of causality but from the

viewpoint of respectability, we should particularly raise a questionviewpoint of respectability, we should particularly raise a question

to the possibility that the development of the learning studied fromto the possibility that the development of the learning studied from

the viewpoint of causality which can contribute to technologicalthe viewpoint of causality which can contribute to technological

development may be obstructed by the leisure class. And, a partialitydevelopment may be obstructed by the leisure class. And, a partiality

of the leisure class for the conservative learning makes theirof the leisure class for the conservative learning makes their

intention reflected on the curriculum of universities, stimulated evenintention reflected on the curriculum of universities, stimulated even

by the need of training the next generation of the leisure class. Thenby the need of training the next generation of the leisure class. Then

those universities will keep reproducing the people who will be morethose universities will keep reproducing the people who will be more

or less connected to, sometimes even represent, specific economicalor less connected to, sometimes even represent, specific economical
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or political profits. What we could say with reservations is that aor political profits. What we could say with reservations is that a

university will remain an uncomfortable place not only for the variousuniversity will remain an uncomfortable place not only for the various

powers which employ insidious strategies but also even for thepowers which employ insidious strategies but also even for the

moderate progressive powers composed of the ordinary people aftermoderate progressive powers composed of the ordinary people after

all, if the situation stated above is not realized. We will have toall, if the situation stated above is not realized. We will have to

conclude that social evolution has been obstructed with consistency,conclude that social evolution has been obstructed with consistency,

if a series of those surmises are to suffice to explain the actualif a series of those surmises are to suffice to explain the actual

conditions appropriately, in other words, if that kind of consistentconditions appropriately, in other words, if that kind of consistent

regime is to be established by the leisure class. After all,  theregime is to be established by the leisure class. After all,  the

obstruction of the social evolution means namely the delay obstruction of the social evolution means namely the delay ―― this this

term may have been replaced in the past age with “the full maturity”term may have been replaced in the past age with “the full maturity”

―― of the evolution of culture. of the evolution of culture.

    As stated above, Veblen analysed the modern society in     As stated above, Veblen analysed the modern society in TheThe

Theory of the Leisure ClassTheory of the Leisure Class with criticism, from the genetic point of with criticism, from the genetic point of

view on the basis of the theory of development stages of historyview on the basis of the theory of development stages of history

concerning the evolution of the institutions of the leisure class,concerning the evolution of the institutions of the leisure class,

namely the cumulative changes of their habits of thought. We, whonamely the cumulative changes of their habits of thought. We, who

have facedhave faced  a wasteful social structure caused by the more permeationa wasteful social structure caused by the more permeation

of pecuniary culture of our times, therefore, should say that theof pecuniary culture of our times, therefore, should say that the

economic thought of Veblen comes to be realized again all the moreeconomic thought of Veblen comes to be realized again all the more

for the great significance worth listening to.for the great significance worth listening to.

    While, in the writer’s opinion, Veblen suffers a great influence    While, in the writer’s opinion, Veblen suffers a great influence

from the researches of various anthropologists in constructing hisfrom the researches of various anthropologists in constructing his

theory of development stages of history; for example, the writer wouldtheory of development stages of history; for example, the writer would

like to point out that Edward Burnett Tylor (1832-1917) who islike to point out that Edward Burnett Tylor (1832-1917) who is

named as the father of Anthropology in England is numbered amongnamed as the father of Anthropology in England is numbered among

those. Incidentally, to point out again, it seems that Veblen revisedthose. Incidentally, to point out again, it seems that Veblen revised

the concept of animism first investigated by Tylor, which Veblenthe concept of animism first investigated by Tylor, which Veblen

brings into the discussion in the first chapter of brings into the discussion in the first chapter of The Theory of theThe Theory of the

Leisure ClassLeisure Class. As for what is pointed out above, it is needless to say. As for what is pointed out above, it is needless to say
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that it requires careful consideration, as the writer has a particularthat it requires careful consideration, as the writer has a particular

scholarly interest in the influence upon Veblen of the Tylor ’sscholarly interest in the influence upon Veblen of the Tylor ’s

considerations on the various stages of the development fromconsiderations on the various stages of the development from

primitive life to civilized life. (To my regret, however, I must confessprimitive life to civilized life. (To my regret, however, I must confess

that I haven’t researched into this subject enough yet to the level ofthat I haven’t researched into this subject enough yet to the level of

being worth making discussions in another thesis. Anyway, we willbeing worth making discussions in another thesis. Anyway, we will

have to examine the discussion about the capital that he presented,have to examine the discussion about the capital that he presented,

according to our understanding about the outlines of his concept ofaccording to our understanding about the outlines of his concept of

institution and his theory of development stage of culture.)institution and his theory of development stage of culture.)

    The long duration of primitive savage culture our ancestors    The long duration of primitive savage culture our ancestors

experienced experienced ―― long enough that it is almost called eternity. And long enough that it is almost called eternity. And

then at last, in the next cultural stages, a predatory mind became athen at last, in the next cultural stages, a predatory mind became a

specific institution of society. The developmental process of thespecific institution of society. The developmental process of the

institution of the leisure class that is worthy of attention is foundinstitution of the leisure class that is worthy of attention is found

remarkably  in  the  t rans i t ion  f rom the  ear ly  s tage  to  theremarkably  in  the  t rans i t ion  f rom the  ear ly  s tage  to  the

comparatively higher stage, though they are the different stages ofcomparatively higher stage, though they are the different stages of

the same predatory culture. The leisure class gradually expandedthe same predatory culture. The leisure class gradually expanded

its scale keeping pace with the predatory mind to the result that itits scale keeping pace with the predatory mind to the result that it

became victor in the competition to get money. Since the modernbecame victor in the competition to get money. Since the modern

competition to get money has become harsh after it underwent thesecompetition to get money has become harsh after it underwent these

two stages of predatory culture, it is natural that we cannot findtwo stages of predatory culture, it is natural that we cannot find

this so-called “pecuniary emulation” in the stage of primitive savethis so-called “pecuniary emulation” in the stage of primitive save

culture. When we can stand at such a point of view, we will be able toculture. When we can stand at such a point of view, we will be able to

reason that capital goods which contains a strong pecuniary naturereason that capital goods which contains a strong pecuniary nature

had not appeared yet in these cultural stages. Then, we will be ablehad not appeared yet in these cultural stages. Then, we will be able

to say that pure capital goods existed in the stage of primitive savageto say that pure capital goods existed in the stage of primitive savage

culture. We should take notice of the existence of technologicalculture. We should take notice of the existence of technological

knowledge as common stock of the community, which has the natureknowledge as common stock of the community, which has the nature

of so-called intangible assets. This technological knowledge actedof so-called intangible assets. This technological knowledge acted

to make it change into capital goodsto make it change into capital goods1212 the raw material of a visible the raw material of a visible
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and tangible object as a labour object, and it also contributed to theand tangible object as a labour object, and it also contributed to the

formation and continuation of a basis for the livelihood of theformation and continuation of a basis for the livelihood of the

community.community.

    Therefore, we should say that a peaceable mind or non-differential    Therefore, we should say that a peaceable mind or non-differential

interest had, in the first place, substance as intangible assets ininterest had, in the first place, substance as intangible assets in

the stage of primitive savage culture. Intangible assets of such athe stage of primitive savage culture. Intangible assets of such a

primitive and pure concept came soon to be forced to receiveprimitive and pure concept came soon to be forced to receive

pecuniary canons or evaluation in the economic society anyway wherepecuniary canons or evaluation in the economic society anyway where

business enterprise was its driving force. This is the situation webusiness enterprise was its driving force. This is the situation we

are facing today, to which it was added that changes of economicare facing today, to which it was added that changes of economic

society has brought it about that it gets tangible assets withsociety has brought it about that it gets tangible assets with

intangible assets and new intangible assets are created by tangibleintangible assets and new intangible assets are created by tangible

assets. We think that this new situation pressed Veblen himself forassets. We think that this new situation pressed Veblen himself for

the learned motive to inquire the fundamental nature of capital.the learned motive to inquire the fundamental nature of capital.

That is  why Veblen sought for a concept of  capital  which isThat is  why Veblen sought for a concept of  capital  which is

serviceable, and this concept has to have a close relationship withserviceable, and this concept has to have a close relationship with

such various conditions of the American capitalism as should besuch various conditions of the American capitalism as should be

explained. This seems to be a reason why Veblen criticizes theexplained. This seems to be a reason why Veblen criticizes the

concept of capital by John Bates Clark (1847-1938) and Irving Fisherconcept of capital by John Bates Clark (1847-1938) and Irving Fisher

(1867-1947) in his various theses.(1867-1947) in his various theses.1313 Veblen focused his research on Veblen focused his research on

the nature of capital in the present stage of pecuniary culture, andthe nature of capital in the present stage of pecuniary culture, and

it is needless to say that genetic researchit is needless to say that genetic research1414 on the nature of capital on the nature of capital

was done before that. Veblen avoided such researches as to classifywas done before that. Veblen avoided such researches as to classify

the various elements of economic life. Because to Veblen, suchthe various elements of economic life. Because to Veblen, such

researches seem to ignore differences in the cultural stages andresearches seem to ignore differences in the cultural stages and

economics should be a genetic research on the human system of life.economics should be a genetic research on the human system of life.

    Now try to collate the assertions by Veblen himself coincide with    Now try to collate the assertions by Veblen himself coincide with

the point of an argument in this chapter which has been stated.the point of an argument in this chapter which has been stated.

Veblen states in Chapter IV of Veblen states in Chapter IV of The Instinct of Workmanship andThe Instinct of Workmanship and

the State of the Industrial Artsthe State of the Industrial Arts, which he published in 1914, as, which he published in 1914, as
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follows.follows.

 As determined by the state of the industrial arts in such a As determined by the state of the industrial arts in such a

culture, the members of the community co-operate in muchculture, the members of the community co-operate in much

of their work, to the common gain and to no one’s detriment,of their work, to the common gain and to no one’s detriment,

since there is substantially no individual, or private, gainssince there is substantially no individual, or private, gains

to be sought. There is substantially no bartering or hiring,to be sought. There is substantially no bartering or hiring,

though there is a recognised obligation in all members tothough there is a recognised obligation in all members to

lend a hand; and there is of course no price, as there is nolend a hand; and there is of course no price, as there is no

property and no ownership, for the sufficient reason thatproperty and no ownership, for the sufficient reason that

the habits of life under these circumstances do not provokethe habits of life under these circumstances do not provoke

such a habit of thought.such a habit of thought.1515

    The people who lived in the stage of the primitive savage culture    The people who lived in the stage of the primitive savage culture

didn’t have personal or private profit. As for pursuing these profits,didn’t have personal or private profit. As for pursuing these profits,

the state of primitive industrial arts, that a profit to pursue did notthe state of primitive industrial arts, that a profit to pursue did not

exist at all set a restriction. So, the people worked together forexist at all set a restriction. So, the people worked together for

common gain, trying not to become somebody else’s detriment ascommon gain, trying not to become somebody else’s detriment as

much as possible. The conclusion, which we could draw from that, ismuch as possible. The conclusion, which we could draw from that, is

that the possession of capital goods as a common property of thethat the possession of capital goods as a common property of the

community was not accompanied with the motive of invidiouscommunity was not accompanied with the motive of invidious

interest. However, social conditions changed as several hundredinterest. However, social conditions changed as several hundred

thousand years passed since. In the system of machine industry ofthousand years passed since. In the system of machine industry of

the modern ages that has enormous production ability, pecuniarythe modern ages that has enormous production ability, pecuniary

gain is secured, from the strategic point of view by conscientiousgain is secured, from the strategic point of view by conscientious

withdrawal from excessive productive efficiency as captains ofwithdrawal from excessive productive efficiency as captains of

industry try to avoid losing their pecuniary gain. They will makeindustry try to avoid losing their pecuniary gain. They will make

industrial equipment unused, reduce the operating rate, andindustrial equipment unused, reduce the operating rate, and

sometimes destroy the equipment. This is what is called “capitalisticsometimes destroy the equipment. This is what is called “capitalistic

sabotage” or “conscientious withdrawal of efficiency,” which is thesabotage” or “conscientious withdrawal of efficiency,” which is the

distinctive tendency that the present cultural stage contains. Whendistinctive tendency that the present cultural stage contains. When
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we stand on this recognition, capital goods and their nature willwe stand on this recognition, capital goods and their nature will

have to be examined critically as something that contains a pecuniaryhave to be examined critically as something that contains a pecuniary

and differential element under the price system. For example, evenand differential element under the price system. For example, even

if any pecuniary success is brought through this kind of strategyif any pecuniary success is brought through this kind of strategy

used by the owner of capital goods, that does not mean success bringsused by the owner of capital goods, that does not mean success brings

serviceabi l i ty  immediately  to  the  whole  community,  and itserviceabi l i ty  immediately  to  the  whole  community,  and it

sometimes brings even a waste of the various social resources. Thesometimes brings even a waste of the various social resources. The

undeniable fact that stand there is cultural degeneration.undeniable fact that stand there is cultural degeneration.

    Anyone who has traced Veblen’s line of thought in economics will    Anyone who has traced Veblen’s line of thought in economics will

easily find the viewpoint stated above, which seems to deserve aneasily find the viewpoint stated above, which seems to deserve an

examination. Moreover, that viewpoint of Veblen’s isn’t confined toexamination. Moreover, that viewpoint of Veblen’s isn’t confined to

one about capital goods as tangible assets, and, further, shows itsone about capital goods as tangible assets, and, further, shows its

true value in the discussions about intangible assets. Rather, ittrue value in the discussions about intangible assets. Rather, it

should be noted the emphasis of his discussion about the capitalshould be noted the emphasis of his discussion about the capital

under the price system shifts from tangible assets to intangibleunder the price system shifts from tangible assets to intangible

assets on this occasion. This shift of emphasis indicates the tendencyassets on this occasion. This shift of emphasis indicates the tendency

of the economic society that the production of material goods hasof the economic society that the production of material goods has

come to be attended with the formation of various intangible assetscome to be attended with the formation of various intangible assets

――  goodwill taken in its wider sense comprising such things asgoodwill taken in its wider sense comprising such things as

“established customary business relations, a reputation for upright“established customary business relations, a reputation for upright

dealing, franchises and privileges, trade-marks, brands, patentdealing, franchises and privileges, trade-marks, brands, patent

rights, copyrights, exclusive use of special processes guarded by lawrights, copyrights, exclusive use of special processes guarded by law

or by secrecy, or exclusive control of particular sources of materials.or by secrecy, or exclusive control of particular sources of materials. ” ”1616

IIIIII

    The most general typical intangible assets are so-called goodwill,    The most general typical intangible assets are so-called goodwill,

asserts Veblen. Goodwill, in its origin, brought a fixed profit to thatasserts Veblen. Goodwill, in its origin, brought a fixed profit to that

owner based on trust, which would arise on the side of the clientowner based on trust, which would arise on the side of the client

without special protection, by a kind of legislative proceedings orwithout special protection, by a kind of legislative proceedings or

other legal means. However, after the price system took root in theother legal means. However, after the price system took root in the
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foundation of the institution of private ownership which came to befoundation of the institution of private ownership which came to be

protected by law, it resulted in it that the conscientious practice ofprotected by law, it resulted in it that the conscientious practice of

the investment occurred on a large scale, and private enterprisethe investment occurred on a large scale, and private enterprise

was given energy, goodwill began to grow. It was not only a thingwas given energy, goodwill began to grow. It was not only a thing

which produced differential gain, but also took on a character aswhich produced differential gain, but also took on a character as

intangible assets, and came to contain the items which could be aintangible assets, and came to contain the items which could be a

target of the legal protection in itself. In other words, goodwill wastarget of the legal protection in itself. In other words, goodwill was

brought into the valuation system now, and it has come to bebrought into the valuation system now, and it has come to be

recognized as a kind of pecuniary assets. So now, intangible assetsrecognized as a kind of pecuniary assets. So now, intangible assets

as goodwill and tangible assets exist in the basis of a certain income-as goodwill and tangible assets exist in the basis of a certain income-

yielding capacity, and in this sense the two ideas of assets are mixedyielding capacity, and in this sense the two ideas of assets are mixed

together, and neither can separate from the other. In the presenttogether, and neither can separate from the other. In the present

economic society, goodwill that typically belongs to the category ofeconomic society, goodwill that typically belongs to the category of

intangible assets has come to be recognized as a factor to influenceintangible assets has come to be recognized as a factor to influence

on the creation of tangible assets and the degree of that skill. Indeed,on the creation of tangible assets and the degree of that skill. Indeed,

goodwill is managed on this understanding. Then, the acquisition ofgoodwill is managed on this understanding. Then, the acquisition of

profit will be able to be differentially carried out if the patent (whichprofit will be able to be differentially carried out if the patent (which

is typical intangible assets) based on tangible assets on a certainis typical intangible assets) based on tangible assets on a certain

scale is acquired and managed strategically. What Veblen relatesscale is acquired and managed strategically. What Veblen relates

with the actual circumstances of the economic society in mind is aswith the actual circumstances of the economic society in mind is as

follows: “To any one preoccupied with the conceit that capital meansfollows: “To any one preoccupied with the conceit that capital means

capital goods such a conversion of intangible into tangible goods, orcapital goods such a conversion of intangible into tangible goods, or

such a generation of intangible assets by the productive use ofsuch a generation of intangible assets by the productive use of

tangible assets, might be something of a puzzle.”tangible assets, might be something of a puzzle.” 1717 A prudent A prudent

businessman will not spare daring investment in the advertisingbusinessman will not spare daring investment in the advertising

department in order to get goodwill, though securing of profit anddepartment in order to get goodwill, though securing of profit and

avoidance of loss have become a matter of life and death for him.avoidance of loss have become a matter of life and death for him.

While Veblen was confronted with the American capitalism in aWhile Veblen was confronted with the American capitalism in a

monopolistic stage which contained such actual circumstances asmonopolistic stage which contained such actual circumstances as

above he found the creation of goodwill to be one of the functions ofabove he found the creation of goodwill to be one of the functions of
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advertisement.advertisement.

    As advertisement has grown into a very important and strategic    As advertisement has grown into a very important and strategic

section for a business enterprise today, the analysis which was givensection for a business enterprise today, the analysis which was given

almost one century ago by Veblen of the function of the advertisementalmost one century ago by Veblen of the function of the advertisement

has not worn out its foresight or insight, and we should rather sayhas not worn out its foresight or insight, and we should rather say

that his analysis has a learned value still to be re-examined.that his analysis has a learned value still to be re-examined.

Trademarks and brands, being under the legal protection, came toTrademarks and brands, being under the legal protection, came to

take on a certain exclusive character corresponding to the degree oftake on a certain exclusive character corresponding to the degree of

their permeation into the economic life. In other words, trademarkstheir permeation into the economic life. In other words, trademarks

and brands are supported widely by consumers, and they can takeand brands are supported widely by consumers, and they can take

root as the image of a product. As for the image stated here, it doesroot as the image of a product. As for the image stated here, it does

not mean a phantom or a vision, what does not exist and still wenot mean a phantom or a vision, what does not exist and still we

exceptionally feel to. This image has substance because it bringsexceptionally feel to. This image has substance because it brings

about differential advantage legally and protects the advantage.about differential advantage legally and protects the advantage.

This is how trademarks and brands contain a function as a kind ofThis is how trademarks and brands contain a function as a kind of

advertisement; to the result that goodwill which contains not onlyadvertisement; to the result that goodwill which contains not only

trademarks and brands but also patents has made its creation andtrademarks and brands but also patents has made its creation and

protection a lifeline for business enterprises. When goodwill hasprotection a lifeline for business enterprises. When goodwill has

grown to this degree, it will stir up industrial confidence of thegrown to this degree, it will stir up industrial confidence of the

consumers as soon as it’s decided to be embodied in the product andconsumers as soon as it’s decided to be embodied in the product and

service.  Also,  goodwil l  in this  stage wil l  encourage variousservice.  Also,  goodwil l  in this  stage wil l  encourage various

discriminating elements, which are comparable such as “reputationdiscriminating elements, which are comparable such as “reputation

for upright dealing” and the like. Therefore, business enterprisesfor upright dealing” and the like. Therefore, business enterprises

that possess goodwill generally come to get a higher estimationthat possess goodwill generally come to get a higher estimation

conventionally by investors in regard to its capacity for the futureconventionally by investors in regard to its capacity for the future

profit, which will be one of the factors that decide the movement ofprofit, which will be one of the factors that decide the movement of

its  stock prices .  As a result ,  the fo l lowing strategy for  theits  stock prices .  As a result ,  the fo l lowing strategy for  the

management will be planned carefully, and become indispensablemanagement will be planned carefully, and become indispensable

for a going concern: the accumulation and use of the resources of thefor a going concern: the accumulation and use of the resources of the

management, the employment and education of capable and talentedmanagement, the employment and education of capable and talented
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people, research activities, an advertising campaign of a product,people, research activities, an advertising campaign of a product,

the acquisition of a patents proceeding the other companies, andthe acquisition of a patents proceeding the other companies, and

execution of the bold manoeuvre of consolidations and buying-outexecution of the bold manoeuvre of consolidations and buying-out

foreign enterprises. As the plan is being carried out, the choice offoreign enterprises. As the plan is being carried out, the choice of

strategies for management and its rapid accomplishment come tostrategies for management and its rapid accomplishment come to

compose intangible assets in a going concern as an economic unit ofcompose intangible assets in a going concern as an economic unit of

the business enterprise. In this sense, the intangible assets mustthe business enterprise. In this sense, the intangible assets must

enter an inventory of a business enterprise.enter an inventory of a business enterprise.

    It goes without saying that the creation of goodwill isn’t done by    It goes without saying that the creation of goodwill isn’t done by

advertisement only. Especially as for the present when the progressadvertisement only. Especially as for the present when the progress

of technology is rapid, it is engineers that bear the role of creators ofof technology is rapid, it is engineers that bear the role of creators of

patents which are supposed to be typical of the items that composepatents which are supposed to be typical of the items that compose

of goodwill, yet as a matter of fact patent is being exposed toof goodwill, yet as a matter of fact patent is being exposed to

competition for its acquisition among international big businesses,competition for its acquisition among international big businesses,

and therefore, it is struggled for as the object of the competitionand therefore, it is struggled for as the object of the competition

among the states for the achievement of exclusive control. It mayamong the states for the achievement of exclusive control. It may

follow that, under the present system of big business in whichfollow that, under the present system of big business in which

fluctuation of individual capital can decide the movements of totalfluctuation of individual capital can decide the movements of total

capital, we should in the first place pay serious attention to goodwillcapital, we should in the first place pay serious attention to goodwill

as patent, but behind the situation there lies another problem, whichas patent, but behind the situation there lies another problem, which

is rather hard to accept. The reason is that a complete confrontationis rather hard to accept. The reason is that a complete confrontation

isn’t avoided between the instinct of intellectual curiosityisn’t avoided between the instinct of intellectual curiosity1818 of of

engineers who are stimulated by the instinct as they head for theengineers who are stimulated by the instinct as they head for the

development of technology and the mind of “pecuniarism” development of technology and the mind of “pecuniarism” ――withinwithin

the context here, the word of commercialism which will signify thethe context here, the word of commercialism which will signify the

characterization of business enterprise mainly and the word of thecharacterization of business enterprise mainly and the word of the

mammonism which will suggest human nature that shows anmammonism which will suggest human nature that shows an

excessive attachment to money are less suitable than the word ofexcessive attachment to money are less suitable than the word of

“pecuniarism” [coinage mine] .  Meanwhile,  the signs of  that“pecuniarism” [coinage mine] .  Meanwhile,  the signs of  that

confrontation will be able to be recognized in that the participationconfrontation will be able to be recognized in that the participation
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of engineers in management who that will create a patent forof engineers in management who that will create a patent for

goodwill have come to decide the ups and downs of a businessgoodwill have come to decide the ups and downs of a business

enterprise, due to the increase of their voice against the capitalist.enterprise, due to the increase of their voice against the capitalist.

So that Veblen points out inSo that Veblen points out in The Engineers and The Engineers and  the Price Systemthe Price System

written in 1921. “By training, and perhaps also by native bent, thewritten in 1921. “By training, and perhaps also by native bent, the

technologists find it easy and convincing to size up men and thingstechnologists find it easy and convincing to size up men and things

i n  t e r m s  o f  t a n g i b l e  p e r f o r m a n c e ,  w i t h o u t  c o m m e r c i a li n  t e r m s  o f  t a n g i b l e  p e r f o r m a n c e ,  w i t h o u t  c o m m e r c i a l

afterthought.”afterthought.”1919 Even if we bear different ideas and principles of Even if we bear different ideas and principles of

economic theory from his, we will have to accept the viewpoint ofeconomic theory from his, we will have to accept the viewpoint of

Veblen for engineers stated here. So, we will have to try to take hisVeblen for engineers stated here. So, we will have to try to take his

viewpoint as a ray of light to solve the economic problems of the day.viewpoint as a ray of light to solve the economic problems of the day.

And we should not only reflect upon the economic situation that isAnd we should not only reflect upon the economic situation that is

chaotic but also work out an effective rescue plan for the economychaotic but also work out an effective rescue plan for the economy

stuck in a blind alley. Therefore, the writer would like to present thestuck in a blind alley. Therefore, the writer would like to present the

prescription which could be realized with extracting the problems ofprescription which could be realized with extracting the problems of

the economic society without reserve, basing on the discussion madethe economic society without reserve, basing on the discussion made

by now.by now.

    The final products     The final products ―― consumption goods  consumption goods ―― which arise as a result which arise as a result

of assets of tangible and intangible being thrown into the productionof assets of tangible and intangible being thrown into the production

process at once do not yield a profit until being sold. The issue ofprocess at once do not yield a profit until being sold. The issue of

that sale depends on the skill  of  advertisement.  So it  is  notthat sale depends on the skill  of  advertisement.  So it  is  not

unexpected that Veblen takes an advertisement seriously in theunexpected that Veblen takes an advertisement seriously in the

thesis “On the Nature of Capital: II.” But we should understandthesis “On the Nature of Capital: II.” But we should understand

that there is a necessity that Veblen should include an advertisementthat there is a necessity that Veblen should include an advertisement

in the discussion about the nature of capital.  Anyway, to sell thein the discussion about the nature of capital.  Anyway, to sell the

consumption goods, advertisement is often used, and at the sameconsumption goods, advertisement is often used, and at the same

time goodwill such as “established customary business relationstime goodwill such as “established customary business relations

and franchises” is also called for. The social resources, which can beand franchises” is also called for. The social resources, which can be

regarded as even the sagacity of  mankind,  contained in theregarded as even the sagacity of  mankind,  contained in the

technological knowledge, goodwill and the technique of advertisementtechnological knowledge, goodwill and the technique of advertisement
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as well are also involved in the production of consumption goods.as well are also involved in the production of consumption goods.

Those resources contribute to creating part of the profit. StandingThose resources contribute to creating part of the profit. Standing

at such a point of argument, we obtain a viewpoint of the cost forat such a point of argument, we obtain a viewpoint of the cost for

productive use of the social resources, which should be consideredproductive use of the social resources, which should be considered

as common property of mankind. To add to this viewpoint, we shouldas common property of mankind. To add to this viewpoint, we should

pay attention to this  cost  not being shifted properly by thepay attention to this  cost  not being shifted properly by the

beneficiaries to the burden persons through the market mechanism.beneficiaries to the burden persons through the market mechanism.

Rather it could be said that the present system of price is the oneRather it could be said that the present system of price is the one

that will give pecuniary vitality to business enterprise, totallythat will give pecuniary vitality to business enterprise, totally

relying upon this externality of the market mechanism, by causingrelying upon this externality of the market mechanism, by causing

the economic values brought by intangible assets to be absorbed inthe economic values brought by intangible assets to be absorbed in

the business enterprise exclusively. Yet the economic values whichthe business enterprise exclusively. Yet the economic values which

are born under this price system doesn’t belong to the managers ofare born under this price system doesn’t belong to the managers of

business enterprises only or they are not in the possession of captainsbusiness enterprises only or they are not in the possession of captains

of finance’s. And then we should rather say that such values have anof finance’s. And then we should rather say that such values have an

intrinsic nature to be used fairly from the industrial viewpoint sointrinsic nature to be used fairly from the industrial viewpoint so

as to be beneficial to the retention of social welfare and its furtheras to be beneficial to the retention of social welfare and its further

extension. Anyone will be able to understand the precaution above,extension. Anyone will be able to understand the precaution above,

because the owners of enormous property for investment who arebecause the owners of enormous property for investment who are

also the controllers of material equipment do not contribute usuallyalso the controllers of material equipment do not contribute usually

to the creation of technological knowledge through which a profitto the creation of technological knowledge through which a profit

will be brought.will be brought.2020 Therefore, we should entrust the difficulty in Therefore, we should entrust the difficulty in

managing and reforming the industrial community to pure engineersmanaging and reforming the industrial community to pure engineers

who combine industrial process with the wisdom of all mankindwho combine industrial process with the wisdom of all mankind

which has been tirelessly accumulated as common property.which has been tirelessly accumulated as common property.2121

    The remarkable tendency of the economic society contains severe    The remarkable tendency of the economic society contains severe

pecuniary conflicts, political corruption, economic stagnation orpecuniary conflicts, political corruption, economic stagnation or

unstable business fluctuations, unemployment, insufficient supplyunstable business fluctuations, unemployment, insufficient supply

of social security, wasteful distribution of natural resources, andof social security, wasteful distribution of natural resources, and

serious environmental destruction; they give rise to deep doubtsserious environmental destruction; they give rise to deep doubts
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about the permanence of the politic system intertwined with theabout the permanence of the politic system intertwined with the

business enterprise system. So we can say, for the time being, thatbusiness enterprise system. So we can say, for the time being, that

the continuation of the business enterprise system, that is, thethe continuation of the business enterprise system, that is, the

system of market mechanism depends on the modification of thesystem of market mechanism depends on the modification of the

“pecuniaristic” point of view. Those situations of the economic society“pecuniaristic” point of view. Those situations of the economic society

give engineers the opportunity to do faithfully their share, whichgive engineers the opportunity to do faithfully their share, which

corresponds with the urgency of each case. Engineers the force behindcorresponds with the urgency of each case. Engineers the force behind

the technology, have strengthened their habits of thought by dailythe technology, have strengthened their habits of thought by daily

contact with machine process from the position under the standardcontact with machine process from the position under the standard

of causality which is derived from their own instinctive tendency orof causality which is derived from their own instinctive tendency or

human nature .  The result  wi l l  be  that  they wi l l  be  stronghuman nature .  The result  wi l l  be  that  they wi l l  be  strong

“countervailing powers” against the conservative powers, which exist“countervailing powers” against the conservative powers, which exist

in business enterprises and the economic society. The society harshlyin business enterprises and the economic society. The society harshly

exposed to the change won’t be able to keep an intimacy with theexposed to the change won’t be able to keep an intimacy with the

conservative habit of thought without changing itself. Incidentally,conservative habit of thought without changing itself. Incidentally,

what can be said besides is that the habit of thought characteristicwhat can be said besides is that the habit of thought characteristic

of engineers will infiltrate even the vague thinking of the ordinaryof engineers will infiltrate even the vague thinking of the ordinary

people who compose the society, and that the precipitate of such apeople who compose the society, and that the precipitate of such a

course of thinking can grow into their institution. Then, if such ancourse of thinking can grow into their institution. Then, if such an

institution reached a degree of stable growth as a mass phenomenon,institution reached a degree of stable growth as a mass phenomenon,

it will no longer compromise with the institution of the “pecuniarism”it will no longer compromise with the institution of the “pecuniarism”

in the end, and will come into a total collision with it. In thein the end, and will come into a total collision with it. In the

confrontation of these institutions, however, is centripetal actionconfrontation of these institutions, however, is centripetal action

that brings the development of society. Therefore, we should saythat brings the development of society. Therefore, we should say

that it is very unfortunate when an inert condition in which thethat it is very unfortunate when an inert condition in which the

confrontation of institutions is concealed by the anachronistic orconfrontation of institutions is concealed by the anachronistic or

old-fashioned coercion coincides with enthusiastic patriotism of theold-fashioned coercion coincides with enthusiastic patriotism of the

society, or the institution in which contains the chance of developingsociety, or the institution in which contains the chance of developing

is eliminated from the viewpoint that it isn’t desirable for theis eliminated from the viewpoint that it isn’t desirable for the

conservative powers.conservative powers.
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    In any case, if we cling to solely old-fashioned institutions only to    In any case, if we cling to solely old-fashioned institutions only to

be left behind in training of engineers or progress of technology, thebe left behind in training of engineers or progress of technology, the

economic units themselves which business enterprise or a stateeconomic units themselves which business enterprise or a state

represent will be unable to escape meeting a crisis. Supposing thatrepresent will be unable to escape meeting a crisis. Supposing that

we are on the road to such gloomy conditions indeed, we should notwe are on the road to such gloomy conditions indeed, we should not

content ourselves with apprehending chronic depressions and itscontent ourselves with apprehending chronic depressions and its

further aggravation only, but we should find a rapid way to copefurther aggravation only, but we should find a rapid way to cope

with them. It is market mechanism, which has been supposed towith them. It is market mechanism, which has been supposed to

adjust  the various economic powers automatical ly  that hasadjust  the various economic powers automatical ly  that has

degenerated into institutions. As for our country Japan, thedegenerated into institutions. As for our country Japan, the

discrepancy of achievements among the business enterprise in adiscrepancy of achievements among the business enterprise in a

certain field of industry has already expanded. The rise and fall ofcertain field of industry has already expanded. The rise and fall of

business enterprise is the rise and fall of a state. Therefore, it is abusiness enterprise is the rise and fall of a state. Therefore, it is a

factor in expanding the economic discrepancy among the states. Thisfactor in expanding the economic discrepancy among the states. This

means that, the training of engineers who have the initiative tomeans that, the training of engineers who have the initiative to

progress technology becomes much more important than the staleprogress technology becomes much more important than the stale

“pecuniarism” or the doctrine of giving priority to national interests.“pecuniarism” or the doctrine of giving priority to national interests.

From this point of view, it is needless to say that it is necessary toFrom this point of view, it is needless to say that it is necessary to

promote on a large scale “the sciences properly so called promote on a large scale “the sciences properly so called ―― field of field of

learning within which the cognitive or intellectual interest islearning within which the cognitive or intellectual interest is

dominant”dominant”2222  ―― in order to become fix the habit of causal thought in order to become fix the habit of causal thought

widely in the society, and to expand the rate of expenditure in thewidely in the society, and to expand the rate of expenditure in the

national budget for expending the liberal arts subjects to cultivatenational budget for expending the liberal arts subjects to cultivate

human nature which is in concord with the mind of engineers. Namely,human nature which is in concord with the mind of engineers. Namely,

from a long-sighted viewpoint, we may say that it will be a kind offrom a long-sighted viewpoint, we may say that it will be a kind of

publ ic  enterpr ise  to  set t le  the  budget  process  taking  intopubl ic  enterpr ise  to  set t le  the  budget  process  taking  into

consideration what is pointed out above, and to carry out the budgetconsideration what is pointed out above, and to carry out the budget

faithfully. The purpose is that executing the budget means that itfaithfully. The purpose is that executing the budget means that it

will reproduce in the society a large number of people such aswill reproduce in the society a large number of people such as

engineers in the habit of thought to think from the cause-and-resultengineers in the habit of thought to think from the cause-and-result
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viewpoint; because we can expect those people with that trait toviewpoint; because we can expect those people with that trait to

display their superior ability soon in reconstructing the industrialdisplay their superior ability soon in reconstructing the industrial

structures and reorganizing the economic powers. This expectationstructures and reorganizing the economic powers. This expectation

seems to be realized by Information Technology Revolution in theseems to be realized by Information Technology Revolution in the

appearance of a new phase of employment creation, while we mayappearance of a new phase of employment creation, while we may

remain imperceptive of the changes beyond it. At all events, theremain imperceptive of the changes beyond it. At all events, the

present difficulty that the economic society has shown the state inpresent difficulty that the economic society has shown the state in

which the society need to support employment with all its energies.which the society need to support employment with all its energies.

Yet as a matter of fact, enormous property exists in this society,Yet as a matter of fact, enormous property exists in this society,

which we should not leave as dead stocks. Nor can we spare it. Inwhich we should not leave as dead stocks. Nor can we spare it. In

view of this situation, an immediate effect on securing a certainview of this situation, an immediate effect on securing a certain

amount of employment can be expected of appropriating some budgetamount of employment can be expected of appropriating some budget

to activate personnel exchange between private enterprises andto activate personnel exchange between private enterprises and

public educational institutions. Needless to say that it is in urgentpublic educational institutions. Needless to say that it is in urgent

need of carrying out to increase the sum of unemployment insuranceneed of carrying out to increase the sum of unemployment insurance

benefits and to extend insured terms. And it will have universalbenefits and to extend insured terms. And it will have universal

approval that the disposal of bad debts is a pump-priming policyapproval that the disposal of bad debts is a pump-priming policy

from a medium or long-ranged standpoint.from a medium or long-ranged standpoint.

    At any rate, to our great disappointment, for the present the    At any rate, to our great disappointment, for the present the

expenditure of national budget on scientific inquiries and educationexpenditure of national budget on scientific inquiries and education

isn’t always carried out for the industrial purpose only; rather theisn’t always carried out for the industrial purpose only; rather the

budget measure is promoted under the banner of “pecuniarism” ofbudget measure is promoted under the banner of “pecuniarism” of

which the centripetal action is derived from the monetary profitwhich the centripetal action is derived from the monetary profit

that the development of technology brings forth in the present stagethat the development of technology brings forth in the present stage

of the cultural development; in short, a budget is given to technologyof the cultural development; in short, a budget is given to technology

for making money. We need to hold that centripetal action well infor making money. We need to hold that centripetal action well in

our hands keeping its delicate balance because the technology is toour hands keeping its delicate balance because the technology is to

build the society to come. At least, technological knowledge shouldbuild the society to come. At least, technological knowledge should

not be a kind of present which the whole society gives of the industrialnot be a kind of present which the whole society gives of the industrial

equipment; it should exist as an item of common property.equipment; it should exist as an item of common property.
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    In this context, the expenditure of the national budget on scientific    In this context, the expenditure of the national budget on scientific

inquiriesinquiries2323 and the education, seen on the whole, should involve the and the education, seen on the whole, should involve the

idea of investment in the intelligence idea of investment in the intelligence ―― simple technological simple technological

knowledge in the age of primitive community and intangible assetsknowledge in the age of primitive community and intangible assets

in modern times in modern times ――for the reconstruction of a stable and continuousfor the reconstruction of a stable and continuous

society. This “investment” in social reconstruction in the futuresociety. This “investment” in social reconstruction in the future

based on a long-term range of vision will require as fiscal expenditurebased on a long-term range of vision will require as fiscal expenditure

the inclined distribution to the technology-related sections such asthe inclined distribution to the technology-related sections such as

the Quantum Computer  expected as  Speedster  o f  the  Nextthe Quantum Computer  expected as  Speedster  o f  the  Next

Generation, Information Communications Technology which hasGeneration, Information Communications Technology which has

Quantum Information Processing in  v iew,  Nanotechnology,Quantum Information Processing in  v iew,  Nanotechnology,

Bioengineering, Genetic Engineering, New Material, New Energy,Bioengineering, Genetic Engineering, New Material, New Energy,

The Medical Science including Gene Manipulation and the InternalThe Medical Science including Gene Manipulation and the Internal

Organs Playbacks, the Promotion of Environmental Preservation,Organs Playbacks, the Promotion of Environmental Preservation,

and the Expansion of Anti-pollution Measures. On the other hand,and the Expansion of Anti-pollution Measures. On the other hand,

the fields of learning which don’t have direct relations to elucidatingthe fields of learning which don’t have direct relations to elucidating

the causal chains in the industrial society, or the learning of so-the causal chains in the industrial society, or the learning of so-

called classical studies which is not directly connected withcalled classical studies which is not directly connected with

advancing the production capacity, should not be left behind outsideadvancing the production capacity, should not be left behind outside

the pale of the “investment” in the intelligencethe pale of the “investment” in the intelligence 2424 as a common as a common

property of all mankind, since it can be an intellectual basis toproperty of all mankind, since it can be an intellectual basis to

foresee social changes that technology will bring forth. In this sense,foresee social changes that technology will bring forth. In this sense,

we can never erase the importance of the general education in thewe can never erase the importance of the general education in the

higher educational institutions. And, if possible, philosophy shouldhigher educational institutions. And, if possible, philosophy should

be given first rank of the curriculum.be given first rank of the curriculum.

IVIV

    No one who pays serious attention to the considerations in the    No one who pays serious attention to the considerations in the

previous chapters of this thesis will be able to take any little accountprevious chapters of this thesis will be able to take any little account

of Veblen’s point of view for economic thoughts in his “Nature ofof Veblen’s point of view for economic thoughts in his “Nature of
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Capital.” As for the writer, he cannot only ignore it but also acceptsCapital.” As for the writer, he cannot only ignore it but also accepts

Veblen’s viewpoint completely, so that the writer will be able toVeblen’s viewpoint completely, so that the writer will be able to

make a few suggestions as follows.make a few suggestions as follows.

    First, as for intangible assets in the present, they will have self-    First, as for intangible assets in the present, they will have self-

dupl icat ion tendency because they have been generated byduplicat ion tendency because they have been generated by

intellectual human behaviour and more growth can be expectedintellectual human behaviour and more growth can be expected

through mankind’s intellectual product at present. Because of this,through mankind’s intellectual product at present. Because of this,

as intangible assets acquired finally produce consumption goodsas intangible assets acquired finally produce consumption goods

from natural, social and cultural conditions by being industriallyfrom natural, social and cultural conditions by being industrially

used together with tangible assets, each material resource, relatingused together with tangible assets, each material resource, relating

closely to innumerable immaterial resources in the process, shouldclosely to innumerable immaterial resources in the process, should

be utilised efficiently and peacefully. Permit the writer to be boldbe utilised efficiently and peacefully. Permit the writer to be bold

enough on this occasion to point out the possibility that we mayenough on this occasion to point out the possibility that we may

stay unaware of some efficient methods of utilizing materialstay unaware of some efficient methods of utilizing material

resources; for the people of later generations will find our use of theresources; for the people of later generations will find our use of the

fossil resources up till today surprisingly wasteful; or under somefossil resources up till today surprisingly wasteful; or under some

circumstances they may take it as harmful. Even at present it stillcircumstances they may take it as harmful. Even at present it still

lacks in considerations for the Gaia, and, further to that, it seemslacks in considerations for the Gaia, and, further to that, it seems

so indifferent to the limited amount of the fossil resources reservesso indifferent to the limited amount of the fossil resources reserves

that it almost appears to look away from the limit. Now, we shouldthat it almost appears to look away from the limit. Now, we should

keep fossil resources with striving for more growth of intangiblekeep fossil resources with striving for more growth of intangible

knowledge knowledge ―― the property which mankind should share peacefully the property which mankind should share peacefully

―― in the way of using it. Then, unprecedented original idea is asked in the way of using it. Then, unprecedented original idea is asked

of us about the way of using fossil resources. From this point ofof us about the way of using fossil resources. From this point of

view, intangible assets are defined as what realizes the value asview, intangible assets are defined as what realizes the value as

“invisible assets” in the action to discover or to bring out the value“invisible assets” in the action to discover or to bring out the value

which is  involved original ly  in tangible  assets  themselves.which is  involved original ly  in tangible  assets  themselves.

Consumption goods are therefore a combination of intangible assetsConsumption goods are therefore a combination of intangible assets

and tangible assets, and we will be able to find a deep intellectualand tangible assets, and we will be able to find a deep intellectual

significance in those goods. At the same time, we can’t doubt thatsignificance in those goods. At the same time, we can’t doubt that
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intelligence exists in the condition which doesn’t contain pecuniaryintelligence exists in the condition which doesn’t contain pecuniary

impurities even in the capital goods impurities even in the capital goods ―― such as polished flint which such as polished flint which

has come to be an exhibit in museums at present has come to be an exhibit in museums at present ―― of the primitive of the primitive

community age. In other words, we should remember that the tracescommunity age. In other words, we should remember that the traces

of intangible assets should be recognised as far as we can go back inof intangible assets should be recognised as far as we can go back in

the history of the human race. And that the simple wealth whichthe history of the human race. And that the simple wealth which

was equal to capital goods and consumption goods in the culturalwas equal to capital goods and consumption goods in the cultural

stage parallel to the moment of history had a character as a commonstage parallel to the moment of history had a character as a common

property. After all ,  the argument from the standpoint of thisproperty. After all ,  the argument from the standpoint of this

recognition will reach at last the fact that all goods that containrecognition will reach at last the fact that all goods that contain

technical knowledge to continue life for the people of that age aretechnical knowledge to continue life for the people of that age are

goods for public ends, and consequently our consideration shouldgoods for public ends, and consequently our consideration should

cover the point that those goods have a nature as so-called publiccover the point that those goods have a nature as so-called public

goods or cultural properties. However, each owner in the present daygoods or cultural properties. However, each owner in the present day

of enormous property which is dispersed around usually doesn’tof enormous property which is dispersed around usually doesn’t

contribute anything at all to the generation of technical knowledgecontribute anything at all to the generation of technical knowledge

which yields a profit by concentrating the controls of materialwhich yields a profit by concentrating the controls of material

equipment, and captains of finance who reign over huge businessequipment, and captains of finance who reign over huge business

enterprises (which exist as an undeniable fact) make efforts in theenterprises (which exist as an undeniable fact) make efforts in the

employment of capital to obtain differential advantage in hand underemployment of capital to obtain differential advantage in hand under

the price system. To the stage of the economic development, whichthe price system. To the stage of the economic development, which

remarkably bears the pecuniary nature of the capital in economicremarkably bears the pecuniary nature of the capital in economic

conditions under the law of the jungle, corresponds to the veryconditions under the law of the jungle, corresponds to the very

pecuniary-cultural society of the present day, that is, a capitalisticpecuniary-cultural society of the present day, that is, a capitalistic

society.society.

    The writer, who shares without reservation the cognition which    The writer, who shares without reservation the cognition which

Veblen reached of the present conditions of the economic society,Veblen reached of the present conditions of the economic society,

has been able to reaffirm the fact that a series of his theses entitledhas been able to reaffirm the fact that a series of his theses entitled

“Nature of Capital” include fundamental criticism on the economic“Nature of Capital” include fundamental criticism on the economic

society. And, to conclude this article the writer has some opinions tosociety. And, to conclude this article the writer has some opinions to
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declare: (1) technology as a dynamic element of institutions candeclare: (1) technology as a dynamic element of institutions can

reform the economic society from that basis, (2) engineers who createreform the economic society from that basis, (2) engineers who create

intangible assets as a factor of the change are increasing inintangible assets as a factor of the change are increasing in

reputations as a class in the economic society, and, (3) intelligiblereputations as a class in the economic society, and, (3) intelligible

investment in the technology and its educational process would beinvestment in the technology and its educational process would be

the exigency from an educational and industrial point of view.the exigency from an educational and industrial point of view.

(Assistant Professor in the University of Teikyo, Faculty of Law)(Assistant Professor in the University of Teikyo, Faculty of Law)

(31(31stst, August 2001), August 2001)

N O T E SN O T E S

11 Jacob Oser states the actual circumstances of the American capitalismJacob Oser states the actual circumstances of the American capitalism

in those days as follows.in those days as follows.

“ In  the  per i od  be tween  the  C iv i l  War  and World  War  I I  the“ In  the  per i od  be tween  the  C iv i l  War  and World  War  I I  the

achievements of American capitalism were impressive. Rapid growthachievements of American capitalism were impressive. Rapid growth

made ours the biggest and most powerful industrial system in themade ours the biggest and most powerful industrial system in the

world. The rise in the levels of living of the lowest income strata,world. The rise in the levels of living of the lowest income strata,

however, did not keep pace with the rise in national income. Thehowever, did not keep pace with the rise in national income. The

improvements in living conditions of most wage earners fell far shortimprovements in living conditions of most wage earners fell far short

of their aspirations and of the possibilities opened by the rise in nationalof their aspirations and of the possibilities opened by the rise in national

income. Hours of labour were long, housing was inadequate, securityincome. Hours of labour were long, housing was inadequate, security

in times of sickness, unemployment, and old age was negligible. Higherin times of sickness, unemployment, and old age was negligible. Higher

education was inaccessible for most workers’ children. Job securityeducation was inaccessible for most workers’ children. Job security

was virtually non-existent.  Health and safety regulations werewas virtually non-existent.  Health and safety regulations were

inadequate. Frequently the employers organized company towns andinadequate. Frequently the employers organized company towns and

dominated the workers even in their personal lives. Heavy immigrationdominated the workers even in their personal lives. Heavy immigration

tended to undermine wage rates. Taxation was regressive, usury wastended to undermine wage rates. Taxation was regressive, usury was

widespread and recurring depressions were devastating to those whowidespread and recurring depressions were devastating to those who

lost their jobs.” (Jacob Oser, lost their jobs.” (Jacob Oser, The Evolution of Economic ThoughtThe Evolution of Economic Thought [New [New

York: Harcourt, Brace & World, Inc., 1963], pp. 329-330.)York: Harcourt, Brace & World, Inc., 1963], pp. 329-330.)
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22 Al lan G.  Gruchy,  “The  Inst i tut ional  Schoo l , ”  inAl lan  G.  Gruchy,  “The  Inst i tut ional  Schoo l , ”  in  Internat ional Internat ional

Encyclopaedia of the Social SciencesEncyclopaedia of the Social Sciences (New York: The Macmillan Co. & (New York: The Macmillan Co. &

The Free Press, 1968), Vol. 4, p. 463.The Free Press, 1968), Vol. 4, p. 463.

33 The capital theory of Thorstein Veblen’s particularly stand out in The capital theory of Thorstein Veblen’s particularly stand out in TheThe

Theory of Business EnterpriseTheory of Business Enterprise  which was published in 1904 that which was published in 1904 that

contains the internal analysis of the economic process of capitalism.contains the internal analysis of the economic process of capitalism.

44 Thorstein Veblen, “On the Nature of Capital:  I. Productivity of CapitalThorstein Veblen, “On the Nature of Capital:  I. Productivity of Capital

Goods,” in Goods,” in The Place of Science in Modern Civilisation and OtherThe Place of Science in Modern Civilisation and Other

EssaysEssays (New York: B. W. Huebsch, 1919), pp. 324-351. (New York: B. W. Huebsch, 1919), pp. 324-351.

This thesis by Veblen stirred up in me scholarly concern about hisThis thesis by Veblen stirred up in me scholarly concern about his

economic thought. I have put out an essay concerning the main pointseconomic thought. I have put out an essay concerning the main points

of the arguments in thesis, though it cannot be said to have sufficientof the arguments in thesis, though it cannot be said to have sufficient

context. The title of my thesis and the name of the bulletin in which itcontext. The title of my thesis and the name of the bulletin in which it

appears are: “Thorstein Veblen no Shihon Gainen: appears are: “Thorstein Veblen no Shihon Gainen: ‘‘Nature of CapitalNature of Capital

I.I.’’ wo megutte,” in Bulletin of Economic Science Institute, No. 18. wo megutte,” in Bulletin of Economic Science Institute, No. 18.

(College of Economics, Nihon University).(College of Economics, Nihon University).

55 Thorstein Veblen, “On the Nature of Capital: II. Investment, IntangibleThorstein Veblen, “On the Nature of Capital: II. Investment, Intangible

Assets, and the Pecuniary Magnate,” in Assets, and the Pecuniary Magnate,” in The Place of Science in ModernThe Place of Science in Modern

Civilisation and Other EssaysCivilisation and Other Essays (New York: B. W. Huebsch, 1919), pp. (New York: B. W. Huebsch, 1919), pp.

352-386.352-386.

This thesis by Veblen taught me the excellence and foresight of hisThis thesis by Veblen taught me the excellence and foresight of his

economic thought. I have written a paper (which is rather rough)economic thought. I have written a paper (which is rather rough)

dealing with the chief points in the thesis:  “Thorstein Veblen nodealing with the chief points in the thesis:  “Thorstein Veblen no

Shihon Gainen: Shihon Gainen: ''Nature of Capital II.Nature of Capital II.''  wo megutte,” in Bulletin of wo megutte,” in Bulletin of

Economic Science Institute, No. 27. (College of Economics, NihonEconomic Science Institute, No. 27. (College of Economics, Nihon

University), pp. 67-79.University), pp. 67-79.

After the essay appeared it had the opportunity of being adopted (afterAfter the essay appeared it had the opportunity of being adopted (after

I polished it) in one chapter of collaboration work.  I record its titleI polished it) in one chapter of collaboration work.  I record its title

here: Sasaki Akira (Editing and Writing), here: Sasaki Akira (Editing and Writing), Seidoha Keizaigaku noSeidoha Keizaigaku no

TenkaiTenkai (Kyoto: Mineruva Syobo, 1994), pp. 41-67. (Kyoto: Mineruva Syobo, 1994), pp. 41-67.
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66 The original of this thesis was written in Japanese and announcedThe original of this thesis was written in Japanese and announced

officially in The Teikyo Journal of Comparative Cultures, No. 13. 2000officially in The Teikyo Journal of Comparative Cultures, No. 13. 2000

(Department of Intercultural Studies, Teikyo University), entitled(Department of Intercultural Studies, Teikyo University), entitled

“Shihon Gainen ni Kansuru Oboegaki: Thorstein Veblen no Kenkai“Shihon Gainen ni Kansuru Oboegaki: Thorstein Veblen no Kenkai

wo toushite.”  During the two years since the thesis was written, Iwo toushite.”  During the two years since the thesis was written, I

came to think that this thesis had to be polished more. It is becausecame to think that this thesis had to be polished more. It is because

misgivings of the economic society expressed in this thesis haven’tmisgivings of the economic society expressed in this thesis haven’t

been wiped away yet.  The confusion is deepened all the more, becausebeen wiped away yet.  The confusion is deepened all the more, because

I realised the need of the correction to make the explanation clearerI realised the need of the correction to make the explanation clearer

with some modifications to give consistency to the point of my thesis.with some modifications to give consistency to the point of my thesis.

Incidentally as I was given the opportunity to contribute to The TeikyoIncidentally as I was given the opportunity to contribute to The Teikyo

Journal of Comparative Cultures, No. 15. 2002, I decided to make itJournal of Comparative Cultures, No. 15. 2002, I decided to make it

public in English in expectation of wider criticism on this occasion. Ipublic in English in expectation of wider criticism on this occasion. I

sincerely hope that my ability, which is far from satisfactory to publishsincerely hope that my ability, which is far from satisfactory to publish

an essay in English, will not ruin the excellence of Veblen’s economican essay in English, will not ruin the excellence of Veblen’s economic

ideas or my intentions.ideas or my intentions.

77 The various peoples that composed the early Baltic culture expressedThe various peoples that composed the early Baltic culture expressed

this technological knowledge in its genuine form in production ofthis technological knowledge in its genuine form in production of

their life tools in the stage of the primitive savage culture or in thetheir life tools in the stage of the primitive savage culture or in the

transitional period to the next cultural stages. Especially, points outtransitional period to the next cultural stages. Especially, points out

Veblen, the thoughtfulness and workmanship spent on axes of polishedVeblen, the thoughtfulness and workmanship spent on axes of polished

flint and woodworking chisels are the very best of the stone-ageflint and woodworking chisels are the very best of the stone-age

craftsmen. In this sense, the pure instinct of workmanship is embodiedcraftsmen. In this sense, the pure instinct of workmanship is embodied

in those axes and chisels. (Thorstein Veblen, in those axes and chisels. (Thorstein Veblen, Imperial Germany andImperial Germany and

the Industrial Revolutionthe Industrial Revolution  [New York: The Macmillan Co.,  1914], [New York: The Macmillan Co.,  1914],

Supplementary Notes II, p. 297.)Supplementary Notes II, p. 297.)

88 Kawai Nobukazu, Kawai Nobukazu, Neanderthal to GendaijinNeanderthal to Gendaijin (Tokyo: Bungeishunju, (Tokyo: Bungeishunju,

1999), p. 69. [Translation mine]1999), p. 69. [Translation mine]

99 ibidibid., pp.68-69. [Translation mine]., pp.68-69. [Translation mine]

1010 See Thorstein Veblen, See Thorstein Veblen, The Theory of the Leisure ClassThe Theory of the Leisure Class (New York: (New York:
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Augustus M. Kelly, Bookseller, 1975), p. 15. & p. 93. Thorstein Veblen,Augustus M. Kelly, Bookseller, 1975), p. 15. & p. 93. Thorstein Veblen,

The Instinct of Workmanship and the State of the Industrial ArtsThe Instinct of Workmanship and the State of the Industrial Arts

(New York:  Augustus M. Kelly, Bookseller, 1964), p. 33.(New York:  Augustus M. Kelly, Bookseller, 1964), p. 33.

Incidentally, Thorstein Veblen explains the instinct of workmanshipIncidentally, Thorstein Veblen explains the instinct of workmanship

as follows. The instinct of workmanship is “a taste for effective work,as follows. The instinct of workmanship is “a taste for effective work,

and  a  d is taste  for  fut i le  e f for t ,  . . . . . .   a  sense  o f  the  mer i t  o fand  a  d is taste  for  fut i le  e f for t ,  . . . . . .   a  sense  o f  the  mer i t  o f

serviceability or efficiency and of the demerit of futility, waste, orserviceability or efficiency and of the demerit of futility, waste, or

incapacity,” or “the interest with practical expedients, ways and means,incapacity,” or “the interest with practical expedients, ways and means,

devices and contrivances of  eff iciency and economy, proficiency,devices and contrivances of  eff iciency and economy, proficiency,

creative work and technological mastery of facts.”creative work and technological mastery of facts.”

        Therefore ,  the inst inct  o f  workmanship is  the principle  of  theTherefore ,  the inst inct  o f  workmanship is  the principle  of  the

discrimination. Besides it  is  even a principle of  the unification.discrimination. Besides it  is  even a principle of  the unification.

Because the instinct of workmanship is connected with “idle curiosity”Because the instinct of workmanship is connected with “idle curiosity”

which promotes the development of the technology, and connectedwhich promotes the development of the technology, and connected

with the acquisitive instinct as well, which carries out the acquisitionwith the acquisitive instinct as well, which carries out the acquisition

of the money efficiently at the same time, which advances socialof the money efficiently at the same time, which advances social

welfare.  We should say that the instinct  of  workmanship has awelfare.  We should say that the instinct  of  workmanship has a

contradictory as a factor that brings the impulse of the change andcontradictory as a factor that brings the impulse of the change and

development in this sense. This is why Veblen placed the instinct ofdevelopment in this sense. This is why Veblen placed the instinct of

workmanship on the basis of economic research on various socialworkmanship on the basis of economic research on various social

institutions and their processes of changing.institutions and their processes of changing.

1111 Thorstein Veblen,  Thorstein Veblen,  The Theory of  the Leisure ClassThe Theory of  the Leisure Class  (New York: (New York:

Augustus M. Kelly, Bookseller, 1975), p. 190.Augustus M. Kelly, Bookseller, 1975), p. 190.

1212 Cf. Thorstein Veblen, “On the Nature of Capital: I. The Productivity ofCf. Thorstein Veblen, “On the Nature of Capital: I. The Productivity of

Capital Goods,” in Capital Goods,” in The Place of Science in Modern Civilisation andThe Place of Science in Modern Civilisation and

Other EssaysOther Essays (New York: B. W. Huebsch, 1919), pp. 338-345. (New York: B. W. Huebsch, 1919), pp. 338-345.

1313 Veblen scathes the limitation of the economics of John Bates ClarkVeblen scathes the limitation of the economics of John Bates Clark

and Irving Fisher in the following theses in regard to the validity ofand Irving Fisher in the following theses in regard to the validity of

their concept of capital.  See Thorstein Veblen, “Professor Clark’stheir concept of capital.  See Thorstein Veblen, “Professor Clark’s

Economics,” in Economics,” in The Place of Science in Modern Civilisation and OtherThe Place of Science in Modern Civilisation and Other
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EssaysEssays (New York: B. W. Huebsch, 1919),  pp. 180-230. Thorstein (New York: B. W. Huebsch, 1919),  pp. 180-230. Thorstein

Veblen, “Fisher ’s Capital and Income,” in Veblen, “Fisher ’s Capital and Income,” in Essays in Our ChangingEssays in Our Changing

OrderOrder (New York: The Viking Press, Inc., 1934), pp. 148-172. (New York: The Viking Press, Inc., 1934), pp. 148-172.

1414 The research objects which economics as modern science deals withThe research objects which economics as modern science deals with

are stated by Veblen as follows.are stated by Veblen as follows.

“In so far as modern science inquires into the phenomena of life,“In so far as modern science inquires into the phenomena of life,

whether inanimate, brute, or human, it is occupied about questions ofwhether inanimate, brute, or human, it is occupied about questions of

genesis and cumulative change, and it converges upon a theoreticalgenesis and cumulative change, and it converges upon a theoretical

formulation in the shape of life-history drawn in causal terms. In soformulation in the shape of life-history drawn in causal terms. In so

far as it is a science in the current sense of the terms, any science,far as it is a science in the current sense of the terms, any science,

such as economics, which has to do with human conduct, becomes asuch as economics, which has to do with human conduct, becomes a

genetic inquiry into the human scheme of l i fe.  And where,  as ingenetic inquiry into the human scheme of l i fe.  And where,  as in

economics, the subject of inquiry is the conduct of man in his dealingseconomics, the subject of inquiry is the conduct of man in his dealings

with the material means of life. The science is necessarily an inquirywith the material means of life. The science is necessarily an inquiry

into the life-history of material civilisation, more or less extended orinto the life-history of material civilisation, more or less extended or

restricted plan.” (Thorstein Veblen, restricted plan.” (Thorstein Veblen, The Place of Science in ModernThe Place of Science in Modern

Civilisation and Other EssaysCivilisation and Other Essays [New York: B. W. Huebsch, 1919], pp. [New York: B. W. Huebsch, 1919], pp.

240-241.)240-241.)

1515 Thorstein Veblen, Thorstein Veblen, The Instinct of Workmanship and the State of theThe Instinct of Workmanship and the State of the

Industrial ArtsIndustrial Arts (New York: Augustus M. Kelly, Bookseller, 1964), pp. (New York: Augustus M. Kelly, Bookseller, 1964), pp.

142-143.142-143.

1616 Thorstein Veblen, Thorstein Veblen, The Theory of Business EnterpriseThe Theory of Business Enterprise  (New York: (New York:

Charles Scibner’s Sons, 1904), p. 104.Charles Scibner’s Sons, 1904), p. 104.

1717 Thorstein Veblen, “On the Nature of Capital: II. Investment, IntangibleThorstein Veblen, “On the Nature of Capital: II. Investment, Intangible

Assets, and the Pecuniary Magnate,” in Assets, and the Pecuniary Magnate,” in The Place of Science in ModernThe Place of Science in Modern

Civilisation and Other EssaysCivilisation and Other Essays (New York: B. W. Huebsch, 1919), p. (New York: B. W. Huebsch, 1919), p.

367.367.

1818 The term of intellectual curiosity used here is substantially the sameThe term of intellectual curiosity used here is substantially the same

as so-called “idle curiosity” by Veblen as one of the various humanas so-called “idle curiosity” by Veblen as one of the various human

instincts.instincts.
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1919 Thorstein Veblen, Thorstein Veblen, The Engineers and the Price SystemThe Engineers and the Price System (New York: B. (New York: B.

W. Huebsch, Inc. 1921), p. 74.W. Huebsch, Inc. 1921), p. 74.

2020 See Thorstein Veblen, See Thorstein Veblen, The Theory of Business EnterpriseThe Theory of Business Enterprise (New York: (New York:

Charles Scribner ’s Sons, 1904), pp. 138-140.Charles Scribner ’s Sons, 1904), pp. 138-140.

2121 We will have to look at the opinion of Veblen, about the relationsWe will have to look at the opinion of Veblen, about the relations

between engineers and captains of finance in modern pecuniary culturebetween engineers and captains of finance in modern pecuniary culture

of society in the footnote. According to Veblen, captains of financeof society in the footnote. According to Veblen, captains of finance

make the various abilities of engineers’ useful for the commercialmake the various abilities of engineers’ useful for the commercial

profit only and a commercial profit is drawn independently of theprofit only and a commercial profit is drawn independently of the

ability,  which is characteristic  of  the engineers,  of  the materialability,  which is characteristic  of  the engineers,  of  the material

condit ions  and social  necessity.  He points  out  those  engineerscondit ions  and social  necessity.  He points  out  those  engineers

themselves to the employees of the captains of finance in this sense.themselves to the employees of the captains of finance in this sense.

Then, let us see the assertion of Veblen:Then, let us see the assertion of Veblen:

“With the continued growth of  special isation.  The experts have“With the continued growth of  special isation.  The experts have

necessarily had more and more, to say in the affairs of industry. Butnecessarily had more and more, to say in the affairs of industry. But

always their findings as to what work is to be done and what ways andalways their findings as to what work is to be done and what ways and

means are to be employed in production have had to wait on themeans are to be employed in production have had to wait on the

findings of the business managers as to what will be expedient for thefindings of the business managers as to what will be expedient for the

purpose  o f  c ommerc ia l  ga in .  Th i s  d iv i s i on  be tween  bus inesspurpose  o f  c ommerc ia l  ga in .  Th i s  d iv i s i on  be tween  bus iness

management, and industrial management has continued to go forwardmanagement, and industrial management has continued to go forward

at a continually accelerated rate. Because the special training andat a continually accelerated rate. Because the special training and

experience required for any passably eff icient organisation andexperience required for any passably eff icient organisation and

direction of these industrial processes, has continually grown moredirection of these industrial processes, has continually grown more

exacting. Calling for special knowledge and abilities on the part ofexacting. Calling for special knowledge and abilities on the part of

those who have this work to do and requiring their undivided interest,those who have this work to do and requiring their undivided interest,

and their undivided attention to the work in hand. But these specialistsand their undivided attention to the work in hand. But these specialists

in technological knowledge, abilities, interest and experience, who,in technological knowledge, abilities, interest and experience, who,

have increasingly come into  the case in this  way have increasingly come into  the case in this  way ―― inventors , inventors ,

designers, chemists, mineralogists, social experts, crop specialists,designers, chemists, mineralogists, social experts, crop specialists,

production managers and engineers of many kinds, and denominationsproduction managers and engineers of many kinds, and denominations
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―― They have all continued to be employees of the captains of industry, They have all continued to be employees of the captains of industry,

that is to say, of the captains of finance, whose work it has been tothat is to say, of the captains of finance, whose work it has been to

commercialise the knowledge and abilities of the industrial expertscommercialise the knowledge and abilities of the industrial experts

and turn them to account for their own gain.” (Thorstein Veblen, and turn them to account for their own gain.” (Thorstein Veblen, TheThe

Engineers and the Price SystemEngineers and the Price System [New York: B. W. Huebsch, Inc., [New York: B. W. Huebsch, Inc.,

1921], pp. 60-61.)1921], pp. 60-61.)

2222 Thorstein Veblen,  Thorstein Veblen,  The Theory of  the Leisure ClassThe Theory of  the Leisure Class  (New York: (New York:

Augustus. M. Kelly, Bookseller, 1975), p. 383.Augustus. M. Kelly, Bookseller, 1975), p. 383.

2323 It is particularly emphasized by Veblen that modern science are a by-It is particularly emphasized by Veblen that modern science are a by-

product of the industrial process. He argues:product of the industrial process. He argues:

“Science, is the sense of an articulate recognition of causal sequence“Science, is the sense of an articulate recognition of causal sequence

in phenomenain phenomena，，whether physical  or  social ,  has a feature of  thewhether physical  or  social ,  has a feature of  the

Western culture only since the industrial process in the WesternWestern culture only since the industrial process in the Western

communities has come to be substantially a process of mechanicalcommunities has come to be substantially a process of mechanical

contrivances in which man’s off ice is that of  discrimination andcontrivances in which man’s off ice is that of  discrimination and

valuation of material forces. Science has flourished somewhat in thevaluation of material forces. Science has flourished somewhat in the

same degree as the industrial life of the community has conformed tosame degree as the industrial life of the community has conformed to

this pattern, and somewhat in the same degree as the industrialthis pattern, and somewhat in the same degree as the industrial

interest has dominated the community’s life. And science, and scientificinterest has dominated the community’s life. And science, and scientific

theory especially, has made headway in the several departments oftheory especially, has made headway in the several departments of

human life and knowledge in proportion as each of these severalhuman life and knowledge in proportion as each of these several

departments have successively come into closer contact with thedepartments have successively come into closer contact with the

industrial process, and the economic interest; or perhaps it is truerindustrial process, and the economic interest; or perhaps it is truer

say, in proportion as each of them has successively escaped from thesay, in proportion as each of them has successively escaped from the

dominance of the conceptions of personal relation or status, and ofdominance of the conceptions of personal relation or status, and of

the derivative canons of anthropomorphic fitness and honorific worth.”the derivative canons of anthropomorphic fitness and honorific worth.”

(Thorstein Veblen,  (Thorstein Veblen,  The Theory of  the LeisureThe Theory of  the Leisure  Class [New York: Class [New York:

Augustus M. Kelly, Bookseller, 1975], pp. 386-387.Augustus M. Kelly, Bookseller, 1975], pp. 386-387.

2424 How does this intelligence support machine system of industry? I quoteHow does this intelligence support machine system of industry? I quote

the precise analysis of Veblen, which will be an answer toward thisthe precise analysis of Veblen, which will be an answer toward this
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question, though it is a little long.question, though it is a little long.

“Hitherto, then, the growth and conduct of this industrial system“Hitherto, then, the growth and conduct of this industrial system

presents this singular outcome. The technology presents this singular outcome. The technology ―― the state of the the state of the

industrial arts industrial arts ―― which takes effect in this mechanical industry is in which takes effect in this mechanical industry is in

an eminent sense a joint stock of knowledge and experience held inan eminent sense a joint stock of knowledge and experience held in

common by the civilised peoples. It requires the use of trained andcommon by the civilised peoples. It requires the use of trained and

instructed workmen instructed workmen ―― born, bred, trained, and instructed at the cost born, bred, trained, and instructed at the cost

of the peoples at large. So also it requires, with a continually moreof the peoples at large. So also it requires, with a continually more

exacting insistence, a crop of highly trained and specially gifted experts,exacting insistence, a crop of highly trained and specially gifted experts,

of divers and various kinds. These, too, are born, bred and trained atof divers and various kinds. These, too, are born, bred and trained at

the cost of the community at large, and they draw their requisitethe cost of the community at large, and they draw their requisite

special knowledge from the community’s joint stock of accumulatedspecial knowledge from the community’s joint stock of accumulated

experience. These expert men, technologists, engineers, or whateverexperience. These expert men, technologists, engineers, or whatever

name may best suit them, make up the indispensable General Staff ofname may best suit them, make up the indispensable General Staff of

the industrial system; and without their immediate and unremittingthe industrial system; and without their immediate and unremitting

guidance and correction the industrial system will not work. It is aguidance and correction the industrial system will not work. It is a

mechanical ly  organised structure of  technical  process deigned,mechanical ly  organised structure of  technical  process deigned,

installed and conducted by these production engineers. Without theminstalled and conducted by these production engineers. Without them

and their constant attention the industrial equipment, the mechanicaland their constant attention the industrial equipment, the mechanical

appliances of industry, will foot up to just so much junk. The materialappliances of industry, will foot up to just so much junk. The material

welfare of the community is unreservedly bound up with the duewelfare of the community is unreservedly bound up with the due

working of this industrial system, and therefore with its unreservedworking of this industrial system, and therefore with its unreserved

control by the engineers, who alone are competent to manage it. Tocontrol by the engineers, who alone are competent to manage it. To

do their work as it should be done these men of the industrial generaldo their work as it should be done these men of the industrial general

s t a f f  m u s t  h a v e  a  f r e e  h a n ds t a f f  m u s t  h a v e  a  f r e e  h a n d，，u n h a m p e r e d  b y  c o m m e r c i a lu n h a m p e r e d  b y  c o m m e r c i a l

considerations and reservations; for the production of the goods andconsiderations and reservations; for the production of the goods and

services needed by the community they neither need nor are they inservices needed by the community they neither need nor are they in

any degree benefited by any supervision or interference from theany degree benefited by any supervision or interference from the

side of the owners.  Yet the absentee owners, now represented inside of the owners.  Yet the absentee owners, now represented in

effect, by the syndicated investment bankers, continue to control theeffect, by the syndicated investment bankers, continue to control the
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industrial experts and limits their discretion, arbitrarily, for their ownindustrial experts and limits their discretion, arbitrarily, for their own

commercial gain, regardless of the needs of the community.” (Thorsteincommercial gain, regardless of the needs of the community.” (Thorstein

Veblen,  Veblen,  The Engineers and the Price System.The Engineers and the Price System.  [New York: B. W. [New York: B. W.

Huebsch, Inc., 1921], pp. 68-70.Huebsch, Inc., 1921], pp. 68-70.


